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Route Card 

The aim of your route plan is to give details of the route you will take together with an accurate estimate of the time it 
will take you to complete your journey.   Copies of your completed route card must be lodged with your home Contact,  
the local contact,  Group Scout Leader or D.E.S.C. and each member of your party.    Your route card will always be 
prepared in advance of your journey,  however you must not forget to check the weather forecast on the actual day of the 
journey. 

To prepare your route card,  you must split your journey into a number of short sections,  each of which ends at a 
recognisable rendezvous point (such as a triangulation pillar (trig point),  a path / road junction or bend in the path). 

For each rendezvous point (RV) you need to record on your route card each of the following: 

1. The name of the RV and it's Grid Reference; 

2. The magnetic baring to the next RV and record it; 

3. The distance to the next RV; 

4. The height gain and/or loss; 

5. A description of the terrain; 

6. The time it will take (and keep a running total). 
 
Escape Routes. 
In addition to the planned route,  you must prepare and record on your route card emergency escape routes.  These are 
routes you may use to return to safety if things are not going to plan.    You may need to use an escape route if a member 
of the party has an accident or the weather changes and you must use an escape route and return to safety if you are 
significantly late in arriving at a rendezvous point. 
 
Time to Safety 
The time to safety you record on you route card will be either the time taken to go back the way you came,  the time 
taken to complete the planned route  or the time to safety via an escape route,  which ever is the shortest time. 
 
Timing 
 

This chart gives you an indication of the time it will take to walk a given distance at the speeds shown. 

 
*At 4KPH it takes 0.015 minues per metre 

You should add one minute per 10m contour for ascent and ½ minute per 10m of steep decent. 


